
DNEVNIK RADA – IZVJEŠĆE O AKTIVNOSTIMA PRIJE I ZA 

VRIJEME ODRŽAVANJA SUSRETA 

 

St.Poelten od 31.01 do 4..02.2013. 

 

 
IME I PREZIME 

UČENIKA, 

razred: 

Tomislav 

Kaćunko, 

3K 

In the weeks before St. Poelten together with professor Eric we have designed an upper carriage. I also had a task 

that we got on meet in Finland where it needs to translate words from English to Croatian. 

 IZRAVNE RADNE AKTIVNOSTI PRILIKOM BORAVKA U 

LISABONU U RADIONICAMA ALI I U OSTALIM AKTIVNOSTIMA 

SURADNJA S UČENICIMA IZ 

DRUGIH ŠKOLA, ŠTO KAKO I KADA 

31.01.2013. We went from Črnomerec in the morning in 4:30. We came 

in 8:30 and left bags in hotel rooms, and then went on first 

meeting on witch we saw what have we done in the past for 

project. 

Work line A (for locomotive) they had meetings in school and 

in the same time work line E had meetings in hotel. I 

participated in the review of our third Locomotive. We did 

not manage to put together a whole locomotive because it 

was necessary to make some modifications to the shaft 

support. 

After a break for lunch followed a meeting of the work line D 

and work line C. I attended the work line D under the them 

online communication where we decided to put a link to the 

forum that would be a shortcut to someone's e-mail. After 

that there should have been the presentation of each 

locomotive, but it was rescheduled for the next day because 

the locomotives are not fully compiled. According to the 

schedule a working group C started after, with an electronic 

presentations. We miss some parts of the map but it seemed 

that everything is progressing as it should. 

Together with the Italian and 

Danish students we assembled 

locomotive that each delegation 

was tasked to made and bring to 

Austria . On online communication 

we discuss the problem of not 

communicating project participants 

via Skype with Irish and Dutch 

students. 

01.02.2013. In the morning after breakfast at 8:30 we went to visit the 

school, which is described by the school director. We had the 

opportunity to see how students smith which was really 

interesting. After touring the school, we went on a tour of 

the city of St. Poelten with guide. She showed us the sights of 

the city that were interesting. After lunch, we met in the 

working group D, in which we discussed the problems of the 

people do not communicate on the forums and Skype. We 

realized that there's nothing we can do because it is a matter 

of good will between the project participants. They just have 

to write a topic on the forum, or convene a conference via 

Sightseeing and commenting sights 

with students from Lithuania.  

In the working group D, we spoke 

with an Irish student about the 

problems of communication. 



Skype if they want to know anything about projeckt. This was 

followed by a working group A, where we were putting the 

wheels on locomotive and we modify the shaft support. The 

locomotive is heavy with 20 pounds and  we can increase the 

weight with the additional lead plates because of the greater 

friction. 

02.02.2013. In the morning we started the presentation of locomotives. 

Each locomotive was made differently. Our locomotive has 

an immediate transfer of the gears to the shaft. Upon 

presentation our locomotive is the most powerful locomotive 

that has great prospects for the first place. Thereafter began 

the presentation of the Working Group E which contained a 

similar group as a working group B. I did not participate in it 

because I participated in the working group A. Our delegation 

is split in half. One half of the working group A and the other 

in E. We voted for the size of the logo on the shirt, big size 

won. 

After a lunch break, we continued with the presentation of 

the Working Group C that included group for panel layout, 

table for the panel, and the Presentation of the control 

system. Our delegation is in a supervisors group that monitor 

how other groups are doing that whole electronic map. 

Everything is progressing according to plan just we missing a 

few puzzles for the panel because some states have not 

brought to Austria. Also I did not participate in the group C 

because group D  has meetings at the same time. After the 

presentation of the C group came order for group D which is 

located in my group of online communicartion. We did not 

have anything special to say but people have to use forum 

and Skype. 

Along with Irish student ses we 

agreed that we can not do anything 

as far as to encourage project 

participants to talk over Froum or 

Skype. 

 

03.02.2013. Waking up and going in 8 hours for Vienna. We had tour with 

bus where guide talked about individual buildings, streets 

and squares. Then we got off the bus and we walked through 

Vienna. After the tour we had plenty of free time for lunch 

and sightseeing. After the tour we went on Kuffern which is 

one and a half hour away from Vienna. There we had dinner 

at the restaurant Heuriger where we rejoiced. Around nine o 

clock we went back to the hotel. 

Singing on the bus with all the 

students familiar music htis. 

04.02.2013. In the morning we woke up early and we went to Linz. There 

we visited the factory VOEST that create items of iron and 

steel. They have a blast furnace, which we watched the 

closing. We also visited a school that is a part of that 

company. They have a variety of facilities and courses that 

the students can teach. We had lunch in the large cafeteria 

where workers have meals. After lunch we had a tour of the 

museum of t he factory. Guide us a detailed description of 

Commenting VOEST product 

factory. Talking about the movie 

that we watched at the factory 

with students from Lithuania. 



the development of the company from the past to the future. 

EVALUACIJA 

(procjena 

korisnosti 

vlastitog rada) 

I think I've contributed a lot to this meeting due to lack of sleep and work all day and communicate 

with other participants. 

KOMENTARI (o 

ostalim 

sudionicima u 

susretu) 

They all behaved kindly and politely, no conflict or strife. Everyone he performed his job in a way 

that he knows best. 

NAPOMENE (u 

svrhu 

poboljšanja) 

There should be a few more days for this meeting because it might be hard and some people can 

not concentrate at the end of the day. 

PREPORUKE 

OSTALIM 

POTENCIJALNIM 

KANDIDATIMA 

In this meeting we attended as a group not as individuals, we tried for our ideas and accept others. 

That should continue until the end of the project. 

NAJBOLJI DIO 

CIJELOG 

PROCESA OD 

PRIPREMA DO 

ZAVRŠETKA 

The best part of meeting was a visit to the factory VOEST where I learned a lot about making iron 

and steel, and also visit a school that belongs to the company. 

 


